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if they pass, will terminate all the Indians. Relieve the government.
Talk about termination again, you look it up, see, you knowj use the word
termination, That what they want. -When that happens, well, then we going
to have to pay for our education, compete for chance. If you have money then
you're "going to have to work for it.

(Background noise)— I probably won't

be here, I guess, when that happens.

(Background interference)— You're not

• gaining,nothing by dropping out. You1 re losing more, yougot more to gain
by staying,

(voices interfere)—here again, --(not clear)—I don't know what

is going to happen to the Indians (not clear)-*-the next 50 years. Learn how
-• to work, do anything.

That's the way I do. Go out, I drive a tractor,' make

some money, if out of a job then go back to 'drive a tractor. Leam how to
* make hay, go out arid help with the tractor, make hay.

Teach you how make

fence, how to ride a horse, brand calves. Well this is remunerative work,

I
ranching, you see. Shouid learn how to shovel, hoe, hammer, or saw. Indians gonna hve to be "Jack of all trades" in order to live. They must be capable.

Learn how to do these things. You got a job somewhere, job is. ended

terminates, well, you can go here and get another, or if your job was terminatedj and you need a. little more cash, well you can go here, get another job,
work for a man for couple doliars a hour.
He works, holds down two jobs,

That's^what! The white man does.

(not clear)—work all day, come home, well

they got another job. Another thing, when Indians, he gets a,dollar, he
goes spends it. He's not going—he not going to save it. Man says he give
you a dollar, fte going to spend just a quarter so^he'll have something for
tomorrow.

Indian—that's what I said, I mean he's got the dollar, he going

' to blow it1 all - before sundown.

'Course he'll take a dollar and a, lot-of

things with it. So they have things. The Indian is not that way, I don>&know why. Wants something, he's going to get it." Like now if ]pe get a dollar like the white boy he get dollar or dime, he save it; Well, he's poor •

